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In bringing the music of Frank
LaMarr to Clemson for the Autumn Ball, the Central Dance Association is illustrating its set
policy for this year—first-class entertainment at any cost. LaMarr's
hand is the first of the "Big Money,
Big Time" type to ever be scheduled at Clemson College before
Christmas.
The dance series of October 15
and 16 will have Lamarr's entire
musical outfit, featuring Ginger
, Lee, torchsinger of note; Chuck
Peters, male vocalist, and a special vocal trio at Clemson.
' After engagements at night clubs
and places of entertainment of the
Steel Pier and Ambassador Hotel
calibre in Atlantic City, the Nut
Club in/ New York, and the famous
Arcadia ballroom of New York,
LaMarr decided that his fan mail,
which proved bis ever increasing
popularity with the Columbia and
National broadcasting audiences,
warranted a tour. "We really want
to know our friends," says Prank
LaMarr, friendly young maestro of
the musical unit. Thus was Clemson enabled to engage a band of
the LaMarr class for their Autumn
Ball.
(Continued on Page Two)

SIGMA PHI TAPS
FIVE NEW MEN

OFFICIAL DELEGATE

BYRD PREXY

R. J. Farmer of Charleston, S.
C. who has been chosen by the
Clemson chapter, of Tau Beta Pi,
National Honorary Engineering
fraternity, to be the chapter's official delegate to the National
Convention in Austin; Texas, next'
week. Farmer is an outstanting
student in the School of Engineering and' holds the rank of Colonel
in the Clemson Brigade. He is also
a member of Taps Staff.

Farmer Named As
Official Delegate
Selected By Tau Beta
To Attend Texas
Convention

Pi

Stackhouse, McCarter, Bryce
Four cadets will leave for AusAnd Forrester* Named
tin, Texas, Saturday night < after
As Pledges

<*

At a recent meeting of Sigma
Phi, the oldest social fraternity
on the Clemson campus, five men
were pledged to the club and plans
were made for more frequent and
better social activities. The men to
be initiated are John Stackhouse,
R. Y. McCarter, Harry McKeown,
Jack Bryce, and H. S. Forrester.
The informal initiation began
Tuesday and will continue for about
a week. At the end of that time
the formal initiation will be held.
Social activities planned by the
club include regular weekly meetings, socials, and intermission parties at dances. The organization
consists of eighteen members including the five initiates, and is
headed by A. V. Bethea. Membership in Sigma Phi is based upon
scholastic rating, character, personality, and social standing.

CORNELL AG EXPERT
IS CAMPUS VISITOR
Dr. George F. Warren, head of
the department of agricultural economics at Cornell and economic
advisor to President Roosevelt, was
an honor guest of the department
of agricultural economics during
the summer.

Outstanding CE Students
Tapped By Honor Engineering Frat

Continuing its policy of furthering the growth of Civil Engineering at Clemson College, the American Society of Civil Engineers recently tapped twenty six outstanding students in the school of Civil
Engineering. The men taken in
were: J. H. Evans, L- E. Gardner,
P. F. Rivers, J. B. Moore, F. J.
Perna, T. A. Able, A. D. Sutton,
E. E. Floyd, J. P. Frazier, G. R.
Webb, J. L. Murph, R. W. Moorman, J. B. Lindsay, S. E. McGowan, S. V. Setille, S. T. Keel, R. M.
Gillespie, E. F. Croxson, J. B. Phillips, J. R. Liles, B. L. Webb, T.
P. Grimball, C. B. Bryan, W. 0.
Chandler, F. M. Hubbard, and D.
D. Crosby.
After the tapping ceremony
plans for the coming year were
announced. Tentative plans include
the sending of delegates to the national convention in Jacksonville
next spring and proposed plans for
a six weeks surveying camp during
the summer.
The officers of the Clemson chapter are: H. D. Byrd, President; J.
R. Ambrose, Vice President; and
J. W. Morgan, Secretary.

JUNIORS SELECT MEN
FOR RING COMMITTEE
H. P. Troy of Denmark, D. M.
Hutchinson of Columbia, G. . C.
Commander of Florence, and J. O.
Sweeney of Anderson were recently elected members of the Junior
Class ring committee. J. F. Brailsford of Orangeburg, president of
the class, is chairman of the committee.
These men were selected from
a group of ten nominees selected
by the junior class. They will decide on the type, make, and style
of the ring worn by the Clemson
class of '39. Three companies are
bidding, and the contract will probably be awarded by the middle of
next week.

the game in Athens, to represent
Clemson's branch of Tau Beta Pi'
at the national convention in Austin. The cadets are R. J. Farmer,
B. S. Jordan, J. W. Davis, and W.
W. Dukes.
One of the main subjects to be
acted upon by the convention is a
petition by students of the Texas
Technological College at Lubbeck
to establish' a chapter there. The
delegates from Clemson and the
other colleges will act upon this
and many other matters concerning
the business of the society, and
will also be given advice as to
proper management of Tau Beta Pi
fraternity.
By G. M. McMillan
Varied Program
When one of Clemson College's
While in Texas, however, the 1800 cadets steps into the school
cadets will not confine their activi- laundry he finds his neatly packed
ties to attendin'g the convention. parcel of fresh clothes waiting at
(Continued on Pasre Two)
the counter, and for this superservice thanks A. P. ("Shorty")
AULL AIDS OFFICIALS
OF STATE TAX GROUP Landress, cashier and clerk, who
carries indexed in his head the
Dr. G. H. Aull, of the Depart- faces, names, initials, and launment of Agricultural Economics dry marks of the entire cadet corps.
Not only does Mr. Landress keep
and Rural Sociology, was a visitor
in Columbia last week in confer- in his mind this information for
ence with officials of the Federal the current year, but he is able
Land Bank and the State Tax Com- also to remember cadets and their
mission with reference to research numbers for as far back as seven
work being conducted jointly by years. With 600 to 750 new freshmen being enrolled each September
these agencies.

The same fatal ironic stroke
of fate that robbed the Bengal
football squad of the services of
Henry Woodward in 1934, Randy
Hinson in 1935,. and Streak
Lawton in 1936, has again
played havoc with the Tiger
gridiron fortunes. Captain Harold Lewis, famed All-Southern,
who received! All-American mention last year, had his football
career brought to an abrupt
close yesterday afternoon as the
result of a broken bone, in his
ankle, received in a practice session on Riggs Field. Lewis was
walking along the sidelines at
the time of the catastrophe, when
hit by two other players engaged) in scrimmage.

First Outing Held
By Literary Group
The Calhoun Literary Society
Holds Meeting In "Y"
Cabin By River
The Calhoun Literary Society
held the first of a series of outings
at the Y cabin on the Seneca river
last Thursday evening.
After a brief period of introduction between old and new members
of the society the weiner roast began. Captain Harcombe's hospitality was well appreciated by the Society membership.
Following the refreshments, J.
W. Adams, president of the Calhoun Society, explained the purposes and plans for the coming
year. Discussions concerned with
the proposed debating and oratorical teams followed. Final arrangements will be announced at the next
meeting of the society, October 7.
At this time the date and information abqut try-outs for the debating team will be announced.

BROOKER STUDIES TAX
QUESTION ON CAMPUS
Dr. M. A. Brooker, Statistician
for the Farm Credit Administration in Columbia was here recently, conferring with staff members
in the Department of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology
with reference to a cooperative
study of taxation in South Carolina.

Clemson Resident Baffles Customers
With Rather Unusual Feats Of Memory
at the South Carolina technical
school, this is no mean feat. Mr.
Landress says that it takes him
just about a year to familiarize
himself with the names of each
respective member of the new fresh
class, but after the first two or
three weeks he is able to glance
at a student's face and immediately select the correct bag from long
sections crammed with similar bundles.
Landress has nothing to do with
the marking of the clothes; sees
the mark only as the wash goes
over the counter.
Recently a former cadet refus(Continued on Page Two)

Worms To Undergo An Intensive Period Of
Initiation

According to an announcement
received from A. W. Taylor, president of Phi Psi, national honorary textile fraternity, the local Iita Chapter is pledging eight men,
namely, J. D. Marshall, W. E.
Dunn, A. G. New, R. W. Robinson, Robert M. Denny, W. P. Irwin, J. K. Smith, and H. C. Avinger.
Marshall, a senior, is majoring
in textile engineering and is a resident of Savannah. Dunn and New
are also textile engineering Seniors, and Robinson and Denny are
Seniors in textile chemistry. Avinger and Irwin are textile engineering juniors and Smith is a textile
chemistry junior. Al these men are
prominent in the scholastic, military, social and leadership phases
of life at Clemson.
The first degree in the initiation
was administered to. the new members Wednesday night. This marked the beginning of a two week's
initiation which will end with a
banquet to be given in Greenville.
Intermission Party Planned
Plans, have been made for an
intermission party to be given during the Autumn Ball series. On
this occasion entertainment will be
Tendered by the "worms."
Membership in Phi Psi is based
upon scholastic standing and high
character, and many of the highest positions in the textile industry are held by Phi Psi men. The
fraternity was organized to encourage a high standard in textile
work; to assist, by all honorable
means the advancement of its
members; and to promote good fellowship among congenial men of
schools and colleges having textile
departments.

COL. RICHMOND
TO MAKE TOUR
Commander Of Fourth Corps
Area To Visit Clemson Campus
Colonel H. R. Richmond, commander of the Reserve Officers
Training Corps in the 4th Corps
Area, will make his annual courtesy call to Clemson College on Saturday, October 9. While at Clemson Colonel Richmond will stay
with Colonel C. W. Weeks, commandant.
The visit to Clemson will terminate the first phase of this year's
courtesy visit tour. From Clemson
the Colonel will return to Atlanta, his headquarters , and will start
the second phase of his tour later
in the month.
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, and Alabama are included in
Colonel Richmond's territory, the
4th Corps area.
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Clemson Man Is
Memory Wizard

YEARBOOK ARTIST

Farmer Named As
Official Delegate

(Continued From Page One)

(Continued From Page One)

ed to make a bet with a contemporary "Tiger" that their names
and numbers would not be remembered by the laundryman. It was
proved that he would have lost. R.
S. Campbell, another cadet of years
gone by, is bringing Landress an
accessory for the next home, football game as the result of a similar wager.
"Lazy Bill Murrough," Clemson
first-baseman of forbier years, who
recently visited the campus, had
changed too much to be recognized, but upon giving Landress his
name, heard his old number called
immediately.
The laundryman is now in his
twenty-fourth consecutive year of
service with the concern, where he
came as a boy and worked up from
floor-sweeper and machine-oiler to
his present position.
He can also read a chapter of
the Bible, or quite lengthy excerpt
from any book, and recite it word
for word.
His
unusual
accomplishment
"just comes natural," Mr. Landress explains. "It's convenient, and
it's my hobby. It also furnishes entertainment for the boys, and this
year's enrollment is just about the
best-all-'round set that's ever hit
Clemson College."
Young Lewis Landress, gradeschool son of the unusual laundryman, almost let the cat out of the
bag by piping up with: "Daddy usually forgets what mother sends
him to the store for, though."

They will ipay a brief visit to the
Pan-American Exposition in Dallas on Thursday, and on Saturday,
October 16, they will watch the
classical football battle between
Texas University and University
of Arkansas.
When the delegates return from
their 2,000 mile Texas excursion
the Clemson chapter of the honorary engineering fraternity will resume the selection and initiation
of new members.
Tail Beta Pi is recognized in
practically
every
engineer
ing college inj the. United States as
the outstanding engineering fraternity. Membership depends, in
this fraternity, not alone upon
scholarship but also upon the possession of the highest qualities of
integrity, dependability, and general character.
It is a signal
honor to be selected for membership in Tau Beta Pi, and to become
a part of that nationally known
and respected fraternity, that
should attract the interest of every
engineering student at Clemson.

Ginger Lee To Sing
For Dance Throngs
(Continued From Page One)

On Friday evening, October 15,
at 6:30 p. m. in. the college chapel,
Frank LaMarr and his orchestra
will present a half hour concert
free to the cadet corps. This concert will serve to introduce LaMarr
to the Clemson campus.
Tom Stanley, decorative artist
with the Central Dance Association, says that the decorations for
this affair will be of an unusually
fine nature. Everything Autumn
will be the vogue.
If the opinions of a cross section
of the student body have any bearings upon the feelings of the entire corps, the Autumn Ball is
headed for a great success. One
senior, when asked what he thought
about the C. D. A's. handling of
the coming series, said, "I've heard
that fellow LaMarr over the radio.
He's plenty good. . There's no danger of my missing his dances!" A
freshman, one of the more bald
headed of his clan, told the Tiger
that he didn't know "exactly what
the C. D. A. was, but it must be
pretty powerful if it can bring
Frank LaMarr's orchestra to Clemson. I heard him in New York
last summer; he's a favorite!"

The excellent ranking of Taps,
Clemson's yearbook, in the NSPA
Yearbook scorebook was due to
quite an extent to the attractive
art work contained in the annual.
This work was handled by Vernon
Shell (above) who is now connected with Photo-Process in Atlanta,
Ga. NSPA Critics commented on
Shell's work as being particularly
attractive, appealing and in good
taste.

CLEMSON BAND
PLANS CONCERT
Director Green Announces
Plans Of Band For The
1937-'38 Session

4.1—u

With a series of concerts in
view, and a waiting list of about
20 men, the Clemson College band,
the largest of its type in South
Carolina, looks forward to 1937-38
as the most successful year in its
history.
According^ to Herbert Green of
Florence, bandmaster, the band's
material and instrumentation is far
superior to any since its organization. Oboes, piccolos, clarinets, Efiat clarinets, trumpets, altos,
french horns, tenors, baritone saxophones,
trombones,
baritones,
bass horns, flutes, drums, cymbals,
and bugles are included in the instrumentation.
The first of the series of concerts
will be given before Christmas. At
present all practice time is used
in preparation for drills and music for football games.
Many Improvements
Since acquiring a barracks of its
own with band club rooms, practice
halls, and equipment the Clemson
musical organization has taken
great strides forward. Last year
under the direction of C. C. Frye
the band was claimed by some authorities to be the best in South
Carolina. This year with added
equipment, new music, and an addition of new material it should be,
according to Captain R. M. Murray, "even better than that of last
year."
Herbert Green looks forward optimistically to the coming concerts
and is sure that the band will prove
itself a great asset to the cadet
corps.
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ATTENTION
With this issue of the Tiger,
we are putting into effect a new
policy ... a policy \Miich calls
for a complete staff reorganization. During this reorganization, we are on the lookout for
aspiring journalists who are
members of the' Clemson student body. Experience is valuable |but (n|jt rjequiredL If you
have the desire to join the
Fourth Estate, the Tiger can
use you. A meeting of prospective staff members will be held
in Room 271 at 6:30 Monday
night. All embryonic sports
writers, columnists, editorialists,
etc. are invited to report for
try outs.

Stewart Resigns To
Accept New Office
To Begin Duties As Grad Assistant In Ag Engineering At V.P.I.
G. H. Stewart recently resigned
his position with the South Carolina Extension Service as assistant
in visual education, to accept a
graduate assistantship in agricultural engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
Mr. Stewart graduated in June,
1935, and went to work immediately with the rural electrification department of the South Carolina
Power Company. He resigned this
position in the spring of 1936 to
accept the position with the South
Carolina Extension Service. He
will be connected with the rural
electrification at V. P. I.

Miss Bess Anderson, clerk and
stenographer in the Department of
Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology, has returned to her duties after having undergone a serious operation at the Anderson
Next time you need a hair cut,
County Hospital.
try the "Y" Barber Shop.
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P/S. McColIum, Owner

THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

Crosley, Emerson, Kadette Radios
Priced from $12.50 — Terms May Be Arranged

Sheafer and Parker Pens
Your Name Engraved in Gold Free!

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Sodas

r\

Sundaes

Ofl

Sandwiches

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise for You to Select From !

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
'Greenville's Finest Store for Men"
STUDENTS CHECKS CASHED — NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

Headquarters for Clemson Men
*

Main at North Street

«.

CLEMSON COLLEGE
LAUNDRY

WAYSIDE TEA ROOM
Located 1 Mile South of Clemson on the Right. Lunch, 12:00
to 2:30; Dinner, 6:00.
Catering to Parties a-nd Dances
Mrs. Gambill, Mgr.
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1937 Year Book Awarded All-American Rating

<»

NSPA Critics Are
Pleased With Book

1937 Annual Staff
Gains High Honors

Is Given Superior Rating In
All Departments

Clemson is deeply indebted to a
small group of men, last .year's
Taps staff for producing an annual
that ranks as one of the two best
in the United States. This is quite
an honor fo rClemson and it was
due to the unceasing efforts of
eleven seniors and their junior assistants that the hook merited such
a rating.
Heading the staff last year was
Bill Folk, Jr., editor-in-chief, who
was also a regimental commander,
the Senior Class Historian, the
vice-president of AIEE, and member of the Blue Key, Tau Beta Pi,
and the Scabbard and Blade. His '
was the job of keeping all the
work in progress, inspecting each
new article and picture, handing
out hints to the other members of
the staff, and writing editorials for
the yearbook. He bore a tremendous responsibility and the evidence that he bore it, well is conclusive.
Martin
T. I. Martin, Jr. was business
manager. He had to arrange prices
for engraving, photographing, and
printing. He had to estimate the
cost of the book and regulate prices
on Taps space and Taps edvertising so that the book would be a
financial success.
The art editor, V. M. Shell, was
charged with designing covers, pictures, and representative drawings.
His responsibility was to make the
book a thing of beauty that would
bear out its name on every page.
It was his touch that portrayed

All-American Honor Rating—
Superior—this is the distinctive
honor which has been bestowed
upon the 1937 Clemson annual—
TAPS. This is indeed a very signal honor considering the fact that
only two year books published in
the United States were so highly
honored this year. The 1937 TAPS,
under the very excellent handling
of William Folk, Editor, T. I. Martin, Business Manager, V. M. Shell,
Art Editor, and a very efficient
staff of associates and assistants,
is the only Clemson annual ever
to be rated as AU-American, and
is a book of which Clemson should
be duly proud.
Judged by The Yearbook Scorebook, the official critical organ of
the National Scholastic Press Association, the TAPS was rated as
being outstanding in every respect.
The Scorebook, in judging an annual, divides the books into groups
according to the size of the school
and gives ratings based on the average for that group. The score
an annual receives is given after
a thorough examination and criticism. The 1937 TAPS was judged
above the average in every detail,
and every section of the book was
acclaimed exceptional in content
and make-up. The general plan of
the book, the organization, the features, and the art work were all
given an excellent rating. The sections, individually and collectively, were much better than the average and the TAPS as a whole
was judged a SUPERIOR YEARBOOK. The basic score used in
judging the TAPS was 700. The
Clemson annual was awarded a
final score of 830 points, giving it
the distinctive honor of being one
of the two highest rating annuals
published in the United States in
1937.
Tribute To Staff
The students and alumni of Clemson should be duly proud that the
school can claim such an outstanding achievement. Such accomplishments can come only through the
untiring efforts of a few combined
with the cooperation of the many.
The 1937 TAPS staff is to be commended for such a magnificent
manifestation of their abilities, and
every member of the staff is to be
congratulated. Never before in the
history of the school has there been
such an exceptionally outstanding
annual. It is superior in every detail and is a book which will bring

Editor William Folk (left) and Business Manager T. I. Martin are the two key men who are
largely responsible for the unexcelled rating attained by the 1937 edition of TAPS,, Clemson's yearbook. Aided by an efficient, earnest staff, these two men planned and compiled the yearbook which
gained new honors for Clemson college. Both students stood high in academic and military ranking
and have obtained excellent positions in the field of engineering since their graduation last June.
Clemson's TAPS and the Duke CHANTICLEER were the only two books, of their class of over a thousand entries to attain Ail-American rating.
\,

ELEAZER IS NAMED AS
BRACKEEN AND COOPER CREDLE WORKS FOR
NEW TEST SUPERVISOR
DEGREE AT CORNELL
CONFER ON AG WORK
Mr. L. G. Brackeen, State Soil
Surveyor of the Alabama Department of Agriculture, was on the
campus Thursday, September 30th,
to confer with Dr. H. P. Cooper,
Dean of the School of Agriculture,
relative to the soils work of the
Experiment Station. He went with
Dr. Cooper to the Pee Dee and
Sandhill Experiment Stations on
Friday and Saturday.
much credit to Clemson College.
Excellent Work
The Yearbook Scorebook, in commenting on the general effect of
the Clemson annual, stated that the
book contained a feeling of ease,
naturalness,
and
informality
throughout, and that the enthusiasm of the staff and the student
body was prevalent through the entire book.
The book was lively, bright, full
of interest, it was neat, clean-cut
in appearance, and led the reader
skillfully and enjoyably through
the activities of the year. The 1937
TAPS has a personality that distinguishes it from the thousands
of other annuals, it fulfills the purpose of all good yearbooks, and is
a complete record of the life and
activities of the student body and
faculty. It is indeed an annual of
which every Clemson student
should be proud to own and feel
that he had a vital part in its making.

ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

Sinclair Products
Courteous and Efficient Service

Professor A. B. Credle of the
Clemson engineering school spent
the past summer at Cornell doing
graduate work leading to a Doctor of Philosophy Degree in Engineering.
At present Professor Credle
holds the B. S. and Masters degrees in Electrical Engineering. He
is a graduate of Cornell in the
class of '30, and received his Masters degree in '31.

G. B. Eleazer, agricultural economics graduate of the class of '36,
who has been working in the Dairy
Department for the last six weeks,
has accepted a position as test supervisor for a dairy herd improvement association in Sumter County.
If you make children happy now,
you will make .them happy forty
years hence by the memory of it.—
Sydney Smith.

Because It's Got What It Takes

It's the College Choice
over any two others combined
A Wholly New and Superlative Model
of the Revolutionary Sacless Pen
—Parker's Speedline Vacumatic!
Stop today at any good pen
counter and see Parker's latest and
greatest achievement—the Parker
Speedline Vacumatic. A princely
new model of the Pen that does
what no other pen can do.
Here's a new all-time high in ink
capacity, yet size reduced to a
slender, restful Speedline.
A Pen that shows the ENTIRE
ink supply—shows when to refill
—hence one that never runs dry
in classes or exams.
The world's smartest style—
Parker's exclusive laminated Pearl
and Jet—wholly original.

And not merely modern in style,
but modern also in mechanism. Its
revolutionary SACLESS Diaphragm Filler radically departs
from earlier types, whether they
have a rubber ink sac or not. A
patented invention—GUARANTEED mechanically perfect.
Once you try this pedigreed
Beauty, with its marvelous
Scratch-Proof Point, you'll feel
sorry for anyone who doesn't have
it. Go and see and try it today. The
Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis.
Makers of Quin/c, the new pen-cleaning writing ink. 15c, 25c and up.

CRAWFORD'S DRY CLEANERS

jjso

S'fo
HOLDS 102% MORE INK
THAN OUR FAMOUS DUOFOLD

MODERN METHODS — NEW EQUIPMENT
Prompt and Efficient Service

(Continued on page Five)

& VACUMATIC T
GUARANTEED

MECHANICALLY PERFECT

Pens, $5, $7.50, $8.75, $10. Pencils to match, $2.50, $3.50, $3.75, $5.
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SPRING CLEANING
THOUGH THIS IS NEITHER spring nor
the average person's idea of the appropriate
time for a "spring cleaning," or reorganization, we are this week staging our own little
house cleaning in an effort to mould a more
efficient, better coordinated staff.
The observant reader will notice by glancing swiftly at the masthead that the honored
space has been stripped of all names except
those of editor, business and circulation managers. These are key men who hold their
positions permanently due to the fact that
their jobs are specialized ones which they
alone have had the time and inclination to
adequately prepare themselves. The other
positions which fall under the executive or
reportial staffs, though important, are more
on the nature of arbitrary rankings.
We have watched our staff function for
a full semester, as we get into the full swing
of the second half of our term we are well
aware of certain definite weaknesses which
exist in the present set-up. In some cases men
with definite responsibilities have failed to
live up to them. Some few cases have been
due to the fact that the individuals did not
realize their responsibility. The majority of
these cases, we feel, are due to the fact that
the individuals were not given the proper
tasks to do. . . . they were proverbial square
pegs in round holes, so to speak.
Then too, there has been an influx of
freshmen material. An influx of men who
possess the desire to write and who have not
yet been given the opportunity. To these men
we say the Tiger needs your help and cooperation. Under the present reorganization plan,
every man' will be given an equal chance.
New men, no matter how inexperienced will
be given every consideration and will have
ample opportunity to show their ability.
The Tiger is definitely on the up-swing.
Clemson is growing, and the Tiger must grow
with it. To attain this growth, the paper must
have a well-coordinated, versatile staff. The
purpose of this reorganization is to obtain
just such an organization. It is our wish that
the old members of the staff adjust themselves quickly to their new tasks and that all
aspiring journalists join our ranks in an
effort to place the Tiger among the top ranking collegiate papers.
"The chief hope of America's escaping
the rising tides of Communism and Fascism
rests on our public schools," Carl Wilde, vicepresident of the Indianapolis school board
has the same idea as the American Legion
when he scores the "isms" as un-American.
"Our schools . . . must be free ... of political
control and party propaganda."
"No more cleverness can take place of
the painful processes of hard and unremitting work," Ralph H. Tapscott, president of
the Consolidated Edison Company of New
York, returns to his Alma Mater to further
depress the newest crop of freshmen.

BACK THOSE BENGALS
Ok SATURDAY afternoon Coach Neely's
Royal Bengals meet the highly touted gridiron warriors of the University of Georgia.
Thus far, the Bengals have made highly
creditable showings against big time teams
which rank as high as Coach Mehre's eleven.
On Saturday afternoon, however, the Purple
and Gold warriors will need all the moral sup
port they can get if they are to crash into
the win column again.
We will admit that since the Presbyterian
game the Clemson student body has had little chance to cheer their team on to victory
and we are willing to overlook the poor support given the enterprising cheerleader who
shouted himself hoarse at the Army game in
an effort to organize the scattered Clemson
supporters into some semblance of a cheering
section.
Saturday, however, will be a different
story. Athens is within easy traveling distance and there will no doubt be a strong
Clemson representation. We therefore urge
the students who attend this classic to organize as well as possible and cooperate with
the cheerleaders to the fullest extent. Unless
suitable seating arrangements are unavailable there will be no excuse for non-support,
and failure by the student body to back this
great Bengal team will be a blemish which
will not easily be overlooked.
f

COLLEGIATE DIGEST
This week the TIGER brings to its readers an entirely new feature, the COLLEGIATE DIGEST. This rotogravure section of
college activity carries untold quantities of
pictures and interests that are prominent on
other campuses. Football head-line makers,
campus queens, additions in equipment and
buildings, inside peeks of outstanding social
functions all share in giving the COLLEGIATE DIGEST its appropriateness of name
an immense popularity among collegiate circles.
The TIGER is indeed fortunate in being
able to distribute the COLLEGIATE DIGEST
every Thursday night along with the regular
student sheet. From time to time pictures of
Clemson student life will appear, giving rise
to further interest in the school itself. The
Digest is carefully made up so as not to center the spot-light upon any one institution.
-^B. N. S.
LEARN TO DANCE
Among the varied and popular pastimes
at Clemson are the cadet dances. These fieldhouse swing sessions are managed and presented by the Central Dance Association.
Dancing is becoming more and more popular
with college students and here at Clemson
there is no exception.
At this time of the year there are many
cadets who are just starting at Clemson,
would like to attend the dances but hold back
because they are unable to dance. These
cadets may easily overcome this embarrassing handicap by taking lessons from accomplished da*nce teachers on the Clemson campus. Results are guaranteed.
Dancing is truly an art. At the United
States Military and Naval Academies, dancing is a requisite to every cadet or midshipman. There, it is a part of their routine and
training. Here at Clemson dancing cannot
be required or stressed to any extent; however, it is the purpose of this eeditorialette
to call the student's attention to the fact that
if he desires to learn to dance he may do so
by availing himself of the facilities offered
him.—B. N. S.

Collegiate Press
By A. W. SANDERS
We've heard of all kinds of ways of beating out
of drill, but a fellow at the University of Kentucky
beat them all when he went to the U. K. military
department and proved to them that he was born
in Canada. Since he had never been naturalized, he
claimed that they could not make him drill. To his
delight, the Army agreed with him and he returned
to his room very happy. His elation did not last long,
however, for he later received a bill for $65 for back
tuition, and learned that non-citizen fees Kvould
cost him $104 for his/ four years at college. He was
very philosophical about the whole matter, though,
and was heard to say that they would have found
out about it sooner or later anyway.
— COLLEGIATE PRESS —
To help thumb-riders at Pennsylvania State college keep their appointments in other cities, George
D. Thomas, instructor in industrial engineering, has
written a "Hitch-hikers Time-table" which tells the
reader the best, hours to flag, the distances to the
various cities and the length of time the journey will
take.
—A. W. S.

Talk Of The
Town
After a brief sojourn in the hospitable city of New Orleans where
we spent a busy week-end trailing
the members of the Senior Platoon
as they toured the French Quarter, —that the Senior Private Company
Bergundy St., Chez Paree, and has taken a turn for the better
similar night spots, we grabbed since Captain Joyner was among
our little portable typewriter and the many who took the trek to
started in the wake of Coach Jess West Point (the Clemson of the
Neely and his Royal Bengals as North) over the week-end.
they pulled out for West Point.
— OSCAR SAYS —
Boarding the train at Calhoun
—that Oscar has been asked by a
amid the cheers of the hunderds of
certain Winthrop miss to please
football fans who had gathered to
inform a Clemson cadet that she
wish the team well, we are quite
was not bored the other Sunday
confident that) we passed for a subwhile they were riding in Charstitute end at least. Needless to
lotte, but that she was scared to
say, we gave Father Knockerbockdeath (of his driving, of course).
er's little city of some 7,000,000
— OSCAR SAYS ■—
hustling souls as thorough an inspection as a two day stay would —that you can imagine Spike Denpermit. Like the rest of the hardy ny's dismay when he gave up a
souls who made the pilgrimage to trip over the week-end to be with
see the Tiger 'play the Mule, we at- his latest handicap only to discovtended the alumni rally at Child's er the next day that she had gone
swanky Spanish Garden, visited home for the week-end.
the Cotton Club to hear Cab Gal— OSCAR SAYS —
loway hold sway, hit the Paradise —that the recent increase in mail
restaurant, Lindy's,
and Jack supply from the general direction
Dempsey's, and of course we stop- of Asheville, N. C, has been traced
ped in at the Taft to hear Dolly to the Band's tactics with high
Dawn. We reached West Point by school coeds over in Greenville last
a remarka'ble trip, combining the week.
facilities of a slow train, taxis, and
— OSCAR SAYS —
a decrepit launch, and we were
—that
the
near riot in the middle
certainly impressed with the magof
one
of
the thoroughfares
nificence of the place. To put the
the
Textile
Center
of
finishing touches on the trip, we of
the
South
that
same
P.
M.
was
ended up stranded in Weehawken,
N. J., and proceeded to catch the none other than Clemson's famed
dancing platoon doing the big apwrong train to Calhoun.
ple which blocked traffic for hours.
Executive.
— OSCAR SAYS —
On the way up, as we peered
from behind our newspaper, we —that prestige has been again resaw seated across from us a man stored to Oscar since he passed
who symbolized to us the perfcet that physical the other night and
"big business" man ... the execu- soon will be blossoming out in those
tive type who has two or three pretty pea-driver stripes.
— OSCAR SAYS —
secretaries, dictaphones in their
private cars, smoke twenty-five —that he is again reminding the
cent cigars and leave telegrams fairer sex of Clemson's sister colunopened on their desks (the final leges that Oscar is at their sertouch in nonchalance). Welcom- vice, and to address al their scaning the opportunity to see an ex- dal and woes' to Box 147, Care of
ecutive in action at close range, we the Tiger.
hid behind our little newspaper and
— OSCAR SAYS —
furtively watched his every move. —that Oscar is going to take his
He had had the porter bring him note pad and pencil to Athens with
a table -upon which he had strewn him Saturday where he can keep
with magnificent carelessness im- a close watchout over the cadets
portant looking documents. He who are going over to see the Tiger
was constantly making careful, tame that reckless Bulldog.
studied notations, and from time
•— OSCAR SAYS —
to time he would consult the bulky
—that Col. Stafford has been such
daily papers by his side. We
a good boy of late that Oscar is
watched breathlessly, feeling, quite
going to forgive him for all the bad
confident that plans for a financthings rumored about him since his
ial deal which would rock the Morescapade to New Orleans.
gans and the Rockefellers were
— OSCAR SAYS —
underway. We were startled from
—that
dashing
Richard Farmer
our reverie by) the voice of the exhas
asked
Oscar
to inform all of
ecutive saying: "Young man, give
me a word that rhymes with "fair." the girls over in Anderson to be
"Stunned, but eager to be of serv- patient, for it will be only a matice, we hastened to his side to dis- ter of time until he will be able to
cover that our financial wizard, who make the rounds again looking for
turned out to be a Yale graduate that ten cent toothbrush.
— OSCAR SAYS— ;
and poet of the class of '02, was
not planning financial coups but —that the cadets now have an exwas busily engrossed in writing cuse to get that picture from back
bits of djotgjgerel. for the latest home, since Taps has sent out an
Old Gold Contest . . . and darn urgent request for beauties for
this year's book.
good stuff it was, too.
— OSCAR SAYS —
Pickets.
What amused us most about New —that the girls from here and
York were the little groups of around can sit back and take it
strikers who picketed establish- easy now that CDA Prexy Morgan
ments throughout the city. Every- has finally sent out that dance inwhere we turned, we witnessed vite for the Autumn Ball.
thin lines of five or six men or women monotonously pacing the sidewalk in front of the store against
which they had a grievance.
Walking slowly, and totally disregarding the comfort of the hustling pedestrians, they took turns
in spelling in droning, unharmonious tones dire chants of accusation
against their employers. After
listening to some of the better
pickets (we soon learned that
blase New York street audiences
had their favorite pickets just as

(they have their faVprite pitchmen). We soon found it hard to
resist the temptation to grab a
placard and parade before a"capitalistic store," and several times
we caught ourselves strolling down
the street mumbling, "Ladies,
please do not trade at Godbolds;
they do not give us living wages.
Do not patronize the automat . .
they pay stool pigeons twenty dollars a day, but they .will not give
us the nickle per hour increase
which is our right."

f
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AGRICULTURE SENIORS SPEAK AT Y Leaders Discuss
ANDERSON KIWANIS CLUB MEET Plans For Session
Gandy, Richardson, DuPre,
Smith And Hoffman Discuss Problems ,

•<•
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A group of five Clemson seniors
entertained the Anderson Kiwanis
Club at their meeting in Anderson
last Thursday night by giving demonstration lectures dealing with agriculture, under the direction of
Professor L. V. Starkey, head of
the Animal Husbandry Department. The Anderson Kiwanis Club
includes several of the Clemson
faculty as members and has various committees, the committee on
agriculture being headed by Professor Starkey.
J. E. Gandy, majoring in agronomy, gave a demonstration on how
to determine available potash in a
soil by the LaMotte colorimetric
process.
Draytford Richardson, animal
husbandry student, talked about
the rations for growing pigs, actually showing his audience the
weighed feeds.
W. M. DuPre, dairying senior,
described the troubles dairymen
have with varying cream lines in
bottles due to varying temperatures, and offered as a solution the
use of paper bottles, which also dispense with the problems of sterilization.
Bees Discussed
The necessity for bees as pollinators in apple and other orchards
was discussed by E. H. Smith. His
exhibit was a glass enclosed hive
containing live bees and several
samples of various honeys. He
pointed out that South Carolina
logically should keep a greater
number of bees because of a more
suitable climate and a much greater floral variety than is found in
the
principal
honey-producing
areas. The high food value of honey, because of its fructose content,
was stressed.
Apple varieties was J. C. Hoffman's subject. He explained the
fact that certain fine varieties of
apple trees fail to bear fruit un-

SWEET SWING
MAESTRO

§EwS&&&§&

Bringing a band of sweet swing
sters to Clemson, Maestro Frank,
La Marr will provide music for the
Autumn Ball Series, Oct. 16 and
17. La Marr is an orchestra leader
who caters to the sophisticated
dance crowd. His melodies, while
embodied with the needed! element
«|f swing, contain a smoothnessl
which make the band popular with
the nation's younger dance set.
Ben T. , Lanham, Agricultural
Economics graduate in the class of
'37, has selected as a topic for his
master's thesis at the University
of Tennessee "Factors Determining Types of Farming Areas in
Tennessee."
less others which bear really poor
apples are in close proximity to
them. His exhibit, nine varieties of
apples in as many baskets, was
sampled and relished by an appreciative audience.

They Look Good! They Wear Long! They Cost Less!
Sold by

JUDGE" KELLER

EXTRA LONG BLUE TRENCH COATS
PENNANTS AND BELTS
WEEK-END BAGS
And a General Line of Merchandise
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PIKE AND PATTERSON

From time to time students, faculty members and campus groups
are accorded privileges at the "Y".
This is done as a social function
and for the enjoyment of all taking part in the various groups that
gather in the Club Rooms for an
enjoyable evening.
Last year more than fifty different groups were entertained with
pictures and the various facilities
of the YMCA were made available.
Business meetings were held with
some noted speakers as guest and
many dances were sponsored by
different companies and clubs of
the college.
During the past week the Jungaleers played for the Campus Cotillion Club as the members of the
club, with their guests, spent an
enjoyable evening. Regular card
dances were intersperced with interpretations of the "Big Apple."
College groups, clubs and companies will begin their socials in
the near future. If some particular group or club is planning to
have a special speaker or visitor
and would like to have its meeting
in the Club Rooms of the "Y", see
Mr. Holtzendorff and arrange an
"open house" meeting.

«!•-«"—Mil-

BOB'S SERVICE STATION
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After consulting college authorities, the Central Dance Association has released the following official schedule of preChristmas dances.
October 15-16
Autumn Ball
October 29-30 •__
Homecoming Dances
November 19-20
Tiger Ball
December 10-11 Christmas Hop
In accordance with their set
policy, the CDA will bring Big
time bands to Clemson for,
these diance series at a minimum rate*
itlM
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Y.M.C.A. TEA ROOM
Regular Meals — Sandwiches
Steaks and Short Order's
Mrs. Gambill, Manager

The Clemson chapter of Mu Beta
Psi, national honor music fraternity, held the first meeting of the
year last Tuesday in the band club
room.
Meeting dates were set, and there
was some discussion of policy in
reference to acceptance of new
members into the fraternity. A program committee was appointed by
the president, but no definite decisions were made as to speakers.
Final arrangements and plans
for the coming year will be formulated at the next meeting.
Herbert Green of Florence is
president of the organization; R.
M. Murray of Bridgeport, Pennsylvania, is vice president, and R. G.
Witherspoon of LaTrobe, Pennsylvania, is temporary secretary.

DILLARD SHOE SHOP
Let Us Dye Your Shoes
Satisfaction Guaranteed
THE BEST SHINE IN TOWN
O'Sullivan Heels

Modern Equipment

Alpha Chi Psi
Taps Pledges
Four seniors, four juniors, and
three sophomores were recently accepted into Alpha Chi Psi, Clemson social fraternity.
The initiates are: J. R. Ambrose,
Woodrow Dunn, Bob Robinson,
Fred Dunlap, Manly Wright, W. P.
Erwin, John Brailsford, Luke Lafaye, James Lindsay, Frank Hubbard and Bill MoGinty. These men
will go through two weeks of intensive initiation.
Tom Stanley is president of
Alpha Chi Psi; Huston Fuller is
vice president, and R. A. Sloan is
secretary and treasurer. The Alpha
Chi Psi was organized on the Clemson icaimipus in 1930. In view of
the fact that the social clubs do
not have club rooms, they do not
play a major part in the lives of
the cadets but add much to the social life. The policy of this organization is to enrich the friendship
of the members. Last year they
enjoyed many "stag" suppers and
parties.
During many of the
dances week-end banquets were
held for the members and their
dates. This year the club plans
to be even more active.

1937 ANNUAL STAFF
GAINS HIGH HONORS
(Continued From Page Three)

in colors the idea behind each portion of the annual.
"OFFICIAL COLLEGE BARBERS"
Assistants
But these men alone could not
have made the book what it is.
Shops Located in Barracks No. 1 and Sloan Building
They were capably assisted by: H.
P. Bacot-photo editor, T. M. Rick"LOOK FOR OUR SIGNS"
ards—literary editor, A. W. Legrone—athletic editor, E. D. Wells
—feature editor, H. C. Travers—
,»—.* associate photo editor, W. M. Gordon—advertising manager, F. D.
Patterson — associate advertising
manager, and A. Ogglesby—associate business manager- Each of
these men was in charge of a department and had members of the
junior staff working for him. They
AMERICAN GAS AND OILS
spent precious and tedious hours
on this work when they needed rest
and study. They expended days and
GENERAL REPAIRING
nights of worry and toil. But they
put out a book that ranks AllPhones: Day 78-J; Night 107-W.
Bob Smith, Mgr.
American, one of the two 1937 annuals that received that rating, and
Clemson is grateful.

Pike And Patterson Barber Shops

MU BETA PSI HOLDS
FIRST FALL MEETING

DANCE SCHEDULE

Leading Organizations O n
Campus To Be Guests
Of "Y" Officials

Wear Bona Allen Shoes!
a
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THOUGH the Bell System is made up of 315,000 men
and women serving every corner of the country, its
structure is simple. |

| The American Telephone and

Telegraph Company coordinates all system activities. It
advises on all phases of telephone operation and searches
constantly for improved methods. (

I The 25 associated

operating companies, each attuned to the area it serves,
provide local and toll service.

(H

BeU Telephone Lab-

oratories carries on scientific research and development,
ffjfr Western Electric is the Bell System's manufacturing,
purchasing and distributing unit, (l:

The Long Lines

Department of American Telephone and Telegraph interconnects through its country-wide network of wires the
25 operating companies and handles overseas service.
Thanks to the teamwork of these BeU System units, you
can talk to almost anyone, anywhere, anytime — at low cost!
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BENGALS TO SCRAP GEORGIA BULLDOGS

mmmmmm
It was half-an-hour before game time . . . the stands were
rapidly filling up with fans who were returning from watching the West Point cadet corps stage a full-dress parade . . .
the Clemson football squad was the first to appear on the
field resplendent in their new uniforms, a complete purple
outfit with orange-gold stripes and numbers . . . they received a tremendous ovation which re-echoed for the Army team
which made its appearance a few minutes later, preceded by
the traditional mule mascot.
KEEN RIVALRY
Such was the setting as the gridiron representatives from
the rival military academies, Clemson and West Point, prepared to square off for the first time . . . the kick-off soon
followed and what transpired afterwards proved to be one of
the most enthusiastic and interesting football spectacles enacted in Michie Stadium in many a moon ... a colorful gathering was set off by the grey clad West Point cadets in the
West stand while the ardent Tiger followers took posession
of the East stands' . . . one roar after another ensued as first
one team then the other seemed to have the upper hand . . .
the West Point mule mascots pranced excitedly as the battle
raged on . . . the black-clad Army warriors scored first on a
pass . . . the West stands reverberated with cheering . . . the
Bengal gridiron machinery was scrapping, however, as it
never had before, even surpassed the exhibition of the week
before down in New Orleans . . .
HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS
Although we could ramble through this column about the
entire game, we will endeavor to hit the high spots instead . . .
probably the outstanding feature of the contest was the determined fighting spirit of the* Tiger eleven. Many well-known
Eastern sports writers complimented the South Carolina aggregation on their splendid spirit . . . the blocking of the
Clemson team was something that shouldn't be overlooked.
Sanders, Willis, Simmons, Bryant, Payne, and other Bengal
luminaries stood out in this feature of the fracas . . . The
ferocious tackling of the West Point crew impressed this department tremendously. "When they hit 'em, they stayed
hit," as the ole saying goes . . . The Clemson passing combination composed of Bailey, throwing, and McFadden, catching, again stole the limelight by accounting for the longest
gain of the day . . . McFadden getting off probably the longest punt ever witnessed in Michie Stadium, eighty yards . . .
The frequent substitutions by Coach Davidson for Army
when the going got the toughest meant that they were utilizing all of their power to come out on the long end of the
count. Several write-ups state that the Bengal touchdown
was made on a substitute Army eleven. This may have been
the case, but we would like to add that Clemson, too, used
substitutes freely . . . We may add at this time that we firmly believe that Clemson has a team that can play on even
terms with Army any afternoon except last Saturday afternoon when they were unable to take advantage of their scoring opportunities. We also rate Tulane better than Army
after seeing both of them play, although the score of the
two games does not back our statement . . . Statistics show,
however, that Clemson made as many first downs as Army
did, eleven.
GEORGIA NEXT
Again this week the Bengals are going after high-powered
competition when they engage the tenacious Georgia Bulldogs over in Athens Saturday in what is being billed as one
of the South's headliners. In this game, South Carolina fans
will get a chance to compare the merits of the Bengals and
their traditional rivals, the Carolina Gamecocks, who lost to
the Bulldogs by a one touchdown margin last Saturday. The
Gamecocks were playing in their own backyard before a
homecoming crowd, incidentally, and this mus,t be taken into
consideration, while the Royal Bengals are meeting the Athenians in the Sanford Bowl where the Bulldogs are always
hard to beat . . . ask Albie Booth and the rest of the Yale
gang who helped dedicate the bowl several years back.
Theoretically, Georgia should come out on top this Saturday, but we are not conceding them a victory, for we have
a hunch the Bengals are going to turn the tables this weekend by cashing in on their dividends. Realizing that his Tigers have trouble pushing that pellet over the final white
stripe, Jess Neely has been working on several plays that are
especially designed to score when near the goal, and we are
counting on some of them working. In brief, if the ClemsonGeorgia tussle were being played on Riggs Field, we would
not hesitate to pick the Bengals as the probable winner, but,
since the game is being played on foreign territory, we will
reserve our opinion and hope for the best.
HERE THEY ARE
Despite, the fact that we refuse to pick the winner of
the Georgia classic, we will venture out for the first time and
try our hand at guessing a few: We pick Alabama to swamp
South Carolina. We take Columbia over Army. Duke and
Honey Hackney over Tennessee by one touchdown or less.
—W. R. C.

OUSTS REGULARS

BOTH TEAMS TO HAVE
FAST SETS OF BACKS
Bengals Set To Score On
Highly Touted
Bulldogs
Next Saturday the Clemson Tigers will take on the University of
Georgia Bulldogs in Athens. The
Tigers, who dropped a 21 to 6 decision to Army last Saturday, will
be bent on winning to atone for
their last two games which they
lost after putting up a valiant fight
in each game.
The Bulldogs, who showed plenty
of what it takes in defeating the
Carolina Gamecocks 13 to 7 last
Saturday, will probably be doped to
win, but everyone remembers what
the Tigers can do to favored teams
from the Cracker state.
The Royal Bengals returned from
their northern invasion in good
physical Condition and apparently in
good spirits, and they should take
the field in perfect condition Saturday. The Bulldogs also escaped
unscathed from their clash Saturday, and this game should be a
headline attraction in the south
this week-end.
Early in the season, sports writers of various papers made the
statement that Clemson was weak
in reserve strength. This statement
has been proven false in all three
of Clemson's games to date, as
each team that they have used so
far has appeared just as strong as
the so called 'first team". Before
the season began, it was thought
that Clemson would be weak in reserves on the ends and at the tackle posts, but later such stars as
Black, Payne, Jackson, and Okurowski at ends, and Segars and Miller at tackles developed, and Coach
Neely will not be lacking in reserves against Georgia or any other team.
The Georgians make no bones of
the fact that they are worried
about the game with the Tigers.
Georgia scouts who studied the
Clemson team aganist Tulane were
also very much in evidence at West
Point, and admitted that Georgia
was in for a tough time Saturday.
As we go to press, it is not
known definitely who Coach Neely
will start against the Buldogs, but
the lineup will probably be composed of McConnell and Goins at
ends; Pennington and Wyse at tackles; Payne and Bryant, guards;
captain Harold Lewis, center; Bob
Bailey, who was said by the New
York newspapers to be the best
back on the field at West Point
Saturday, at quarterback; Al Sanders and Red Pearson, halfbacks,
and Don Willis, fullback.

Senior Platoon To
Drill At Georgia
Crack

After two years of bench-warming Jess Pritchett (above) gave
nlotice ,thait he would (see much
service in this year's games.. True
to his word!, Pritchett gained
weight, greatly improved his technique and crashed into the Bengal
line-up. This husky guard from Experiment, Ga. has proved to be an
important cog in Coach Jess NeeIy's fighting outfit.

Clemson Drill Unit
To Thrill Athens
Crowds

As an added feature to the Clemson-Georgia gridiron engagement
in Athens Saturday, the crack
Clemson College Senior Platoon
will journey to the Cracker State
city to stage a fancy drill exhibition during the halves of the
contest. This will be the third
trip the platoon has made this
year, having followed the team to
New Orleans two weeks ago and
later taking part in the 30th Division Reunion ' celebration in
Greenville.
The platoon this year is probably the best in Clemson's history,
having received tremendous applause wherever it has given an
exhibition.

GEORGIANS VS GEORGIA
CLEMSON, ,S. C—When Clemson takesi the .field against Georgia
in Athens Saturday, six of th«
Tigers will be natives of the state
of Georgia. Charlie Woods and
Ben Pearson, center and back, are
from Savannah; tackle Curtis Pennington hails from Matthews;
guard Jess Pritchett is from Experiment; and ends Gus Goins and
Be sure of the facts before ex- Grady Holman are from Fitzgerald
pressing an opinion.
and Blakely respectively.

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
PHILADELPHIA

Clemson Students!
THE FIRMS ADVERTISING IN

"THE TIGER"
ARE FRIENDS OF CLEMSON AND ARE
DESERVING OF YOUR PATRONAGE
►$«-,M

THE TIGER SERVICE STATION
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
HAVOLINE AND TEXACO MOTOR OILS
Courteous and Efficient Service

OLD GRID RIVALS
When the Clemson Tigers and'
the Georgia Bulldogs line up for
the kickoff at Sanford Field in
Athens on Saturday afternoon, it
will mark the 23rd meeting of
the ancient rivals.
Gridiron
hostilities between these, neighboring institutions began back
in 1897 at the time the Bulldogs
were placing their sixth grid
team on the field. Georgia won
that initial contest, 24-0, and
has won 12 of the battles that
followed. Clemson, in turn, has
come out on the long end' of
the score upon 8 occasions, two
games ending in 0-0 ties. The
last time these two aggregations met, on Riggs Field in
1932, Georgia won a thriller,
32-18, in a game that saw both
teams score touchdowns from
the kickoff in quick succession.

J. J. Wilson, \Mgr.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Sty*
"FROM A SNACK TO A BANQUET"

Clemson, South Carolina

id-
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Army Mule Crushes Tiger In Thrilling Game
SPORTS WRITERS GIVE PLAY BY
PLAY ACCOUNT OF ARMY FRACAS

MULE UPSETS TIGER
IN EASTERN THRILLER

ed for Clemson on the Army 6. On

Army Mule Has The Necessary Scoring Punch

Bengals Put Up Tough Scrap the Southerner's first play ColeIn Battle With
man fumbled, Little taking posesArmy Mule
sion for Army. Schwenk smashed

<*
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FIRST PERIOD
Frontszak's kickoff for Army was
returned to the 32 by Sanders. On
the third down Bailey punted to
Craig, who brought it back twelve
to his 22. A fifteen yard penalty
for holding shoved Army back.
Wilson faked a' punt and passed
to Craig, who went to the Clemson 43 on a twisting run. Wilson
fooled Clemson again as he feigned a pass and darted to the 16.
Craig fumbled on a slant off left
tackle. Simmons recovering for
Clemson. Bailey sprinted eighteen
yards. Clemson couldn't gain in
two tries and Bailey kicked. Craig
being downed on his own 29. Aided
by an offside penalty for Clemson,
Army made first down on its own
40, when Wilson went six around
left end.
Three plunges by Schwenk gave
West Point a first down on the
Clemson 40. Craig's pass was intercepted by Willis, who was downed on his own 19. Bailey and Pearson combined for a first down, but
Bailey's quick kick traveled only
6 from the line of scrimmage.
Craig's pass to Frontszak put Army on the Clemson 12. Craig's
running netted a first down on the
2. After three rebuffs on running
plays Craig passed to Wilson for
a touchdown. Frontszak place-kicked the extra point.
First period score :—Army 7,
Clemson 0.
SECOND PERIOD
Bryant brought back Wilson's
punt to his own 46. Clemson got a
break when Schwenk fumbled on
the first play after Sanders kicked
to Army's 20. But Bryant's pass
was grabbed by Hartline for Army.
An exchange of punts put West
Point in control of the ball on its
36, Craig being badly shaken up
on the run back. Schwenk and
Wilson plunged for a first down on
the Army 46. Wilson quick-kicked
to Clemson's 29. On the second
down Sullivan blocked McFadden's
punt and recovered the ball to take
it across the line. Frontszak placekicked the extra.
On the second play after receiving the kickoff, Clemson pulled off
a pass, Bailey to McFadden, which
went for 55. Four varied plays tested the Army defense, but Clemson
gave up the pigskin on Army's
four, two short of a first down.
Wilson punted to the Army 36 and
another Bailey-McFadden aerial
netted 18 gain. Further passing attempts were wild. West Point got
a first down on its own 47 on
plunges.
Score at half:—Army, 14; Clemson, 0.
THIRD PERIOD
After McFadden's kickoff to the
Army 36, three plays netted only
seven yards and Wilson dropped
back to punt. Segars came in to
block the kick and Woods recover-

through for 22. Wilson punted to
midfield and Bryant made 5 but
his pass was intercepted by Long.
Clemson shoved Army back to its
own 20 when McFadden's punt
tripled Wilson's in yardage.
Bryant nabbed Wilson's aerial
and ran it back to the Army 18.
Craig marked his return by punting 52 yards, but Bryant's run-ibaok
took away 20. Pearson's fumble
was recovered by Army and Craig
dashed through center on a fake
pass for a first down on the 50.
Score for three periods:—Army,
14; Clemson, 0.
FOURTH PERIOD
Following an exchange of punts
Craig hit end for 15. Then Long
swept inside the Tiger end for a
touchdown. To make the job cbmplete, he kicked the extra point
and the score tallied 21 to 0. After
the kickoff, the Tigers came right
back and Bailey and Willis made
15 on two tries through center to
put the ball on the midfield stripe.
On an offside penalty and a 5 yard
smash by Willis the Bengals had
another first down, which was nullified as Clemson was offside on
the play. The Tigers kicked and
Army again had the ball on its
20. On another punt exchange the
Tigers got out their hammers, and
Bailey got away and was off for
what looked like a touchdown.
However, the play was called back,
for he had stepped on a sideline
stripe 20 yards down the field. The
Tigers were definitely on the go.
Willis and Bryant eked out 7 and
then Bailey made it a first down on
the Army 25. A diagonal pass,
Bailey to Pearson put the ball on
the Kaydet's 9. Bailey was stopped on an end sweep and then
tried a pass, which was incomplete
over the goal; Carl Black, on an
end around play, then scored the
Tiger tally oil a beautifully . executed play in which he crossed the
goal standing up. Willis missed on
the try for the point. Clemson kicked off and Army kicked back after
no gain on downs. Bailey then went
on a passing spree, but all of them
were knocked down until Davis of
the West Pointers intercepted on/fe
on his 33. Army advanced to the
Tiger 30, but Bailey intercepted
a pass by Endress and the Bengals were on the go again. Willis
hit tackle and broke into the open,
for what looked like a scoring play,
only to stumble and fall on his 33.
With thirty seconds to play Mitchell intercepted Bailey's pass and
after Army was penalized 15 for
clipping McFadden intercepted a
pass by Dwyer on his 30. The game
ended a few seconds later with the
final score being Army 21, Clemson 6. The Southern cadets had
lost the game but not one bit of
prestige in their gallant stand
against the men from up the Hudson.

Clothes Make the Man"With the Girls"!
"Men's Wear Bought at Hoke's Is Just the Thing
for the Man Who Courts" . . . Botany Ties, Florsheim Shoes, Interwoven Socks, Wilson Bros.
Pajamas and Arrow Dress Shirts, New Suits and
Overcoats . . . Juniors and Seniors, Use Your
R.O.T.C. Checks!
I
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See HOKE SLOAN

Battling savagely and conceding
nothing to a> superior eleven, a
fighting Clemson team held Army
on even terms last Saturday before
a crowd of 10,000 football fans
gathered in Michie. Stadium at
West Point, only to lose by a score
of 21 to 6. This score does not
give a true summary of the game,
however, because both teams made
eleven first downs, and the Army
team outgained the Bengals by
only 13 yards.
The margin of victory came as
a result of Army's taking advantage of the breaks, and Clemson's
failure to do so. On four different
occasions the Neelymen pierced
the Army 20 yard, only to be repulsed on all but one occasion.
Army scored touchdowns in the
first, second and fourth periods.
Army's first talley came as the
result of a partially blocked punt
on the 36 yard line. Army worked
the ball down to the shadow of
the Clemson goal, only to be repulsed by a desperate Tiger line
for three downs. On fourth down,
Craig passed over the goal to Wilson for the touchdown. Army's
second score came when Sullivan
blocked McFadden's punt, scooped
up the oval and ran five yards
across the goal line. The final
Army talley was scored by Long
on a 23 yard dash around end.
Clemson's lone tally of the game
as a result of a 50 yard march
from midfield with Pearson, Willis, and Bailey doing most of the
ball toting. With the ball resting
(Continued on Page Eight)

BABY BENGALS CRUSH MIDGET
EDITION OF NOTED FLYING FLEET
DEPENDABLE BACK

When an extra drive is needed
or when a reserve punter is in demand, Coach Jess Neely can depend
on Watson Magee to come through
in the pinches. The husky Tennessee lad has proved to be the type
player who is at his best when
the going is the toughest.

Rion, Huckleby, And Sanford
Star In Opener
Unleashing a terrific running attack, led by Rion, Huckleby and
Sanford, the Clemson cubs buried
the light but hard fighting Erskine
Frosh under an overwhelming 81-0
score last Thursday afternoon
The iClemson rat line opened
gaping holes in their opponent's
forward wall, allowing the Cub
ba'cks to gallop for score after
score. After the first string had
scored 19 points in the first quarter, Coach Bob Jones sent in his
second, third and fourth teams
with a regularity that left the
Erskine rats breathless. From the
writer's point of view, it looked
more like a track meet for the
Clemson rat backs than a football
game.
Rion, Stanford, Dickhart, Huckaby starred in the back field, while
Troubough W. Webb, King and Tisdale showed up well in the line for
Clemson. Collins, tiny Erskine
fullback, was the spark plug in the
Erskine attack.
Clemson line-up:
Ends—W. Webb and King.
Tackles—JHall and Tisdale.
Guards—Hamer and Wilson.
Center—Troubough.
Backs—Rion, Dickhart, Huckleby
and Stanford.
'Scoring Clemson touchdowns:
Gaston 2, Hunter 2, Huckleby 1,
Rion 2, Stanford 1, Bolding 1,
Campbell 1, Pasley 1, Donald 1, and
Dickhart 1. iScoring extra points
for Clemson: Gaston 1, Hunter 1,
and Rion 1.

Martin's Drug Store

FOOTBALL CONTEST
FORECAST YOUR OWN FOOTBALL RESULTS
The persons whose judgment is the
best will be rewarded as follows:

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Next Ten

— PRIZES —
$7.50 in trade
5.00 in trade
2.50 in trade
2.50 in trade
Soda Tickets

In filling out your score, you may
get a blank at MARTIN'S DRUG
STORE.
NOTICE.—Only one coupon is permitted to a selector, who must be a
student or resident of Clemson or
Calhoun. Each member of a family
may, however, also send one coupon
each week. You must fill out the
scores for each of the ten games or
your coupon will not be judged. Neatness and legibility will count.

GAMES FOR OCTOBER 9, 1937
DUKE vs. TENNESSEE
UNIV. OF N. C. vs. NEW YORK U.
YALE vs. PENNSYLVANIA UNI.
TULSA vs. TEXAS CHRISTIAN U.
MISS. STATE vs. TEXAS A. & M.
CORNELL vs. PRINCETON
MISSOURI vs. KANSAS STATE
OHIO vs. SOUTHERN CALIF.
FURMAN vs. N. C. STATE
PURDUE vs. CARNEGIE TECH
Your scores must be deposited in
the FOOTBALL CONTEST BOX at
MARTIN'S DRUG STORE not later
than Saturday Noon, October 9th.
Winners will be posted each Tuesday at five o'clock on Soda Fountain
Mirror.
The decision of the judges shall
be final.

Soda Fountain Specials
Pineapple Sundae with Whipped Cream
Chocolate Nut Sundae with Whipped Cream
Giant Ice Cream Sodas with Whipped Cream
Brick Ice Cream—Pints 15 Cents

Large Toasted
Sandwiches, 10c
Cakes, Crackers
Cookies
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Army Victor Over
Bengals In Game
(Continued From Page Seven)
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on the 18 yard line, Carl Black
took the pigskin on an end around
end play into the promised land.
Although Clemson came out at
the short end of the score, the brilliant playing of the entire Tiger
team will long be remembered by
the spectators who witnessed the
game. The New York newspapers
stated that the best back on the
field Saturday was Clemson's Bob
Bailey. The brilliant running, passing and punting of the Tiger triple
threat man stamiped him as one of
the greatest backs ever seen in
Michie Stadium. One of the most
outstanding feats of the day came
when Banks IMcFadden, elongated
Clemson halfback, stood on his
own 15 yard line and booted the
pigskin over the Army goal line.
The punt, travelling 85 yards in
all, stayed in the air for 65 yards.
This great kick brought everyone
in the stands to their feet with
cheers.
Statistics of the game show that
both teams made eleven first
downs. Army gained 170 yards running and 74 yards passing, while
the Tigers gained 145 yards on
the ground and 86 via the aerial
route. Clemson showed themselves
superior to Army in the punting
department in that the Tigers averaged 38.2 yards per kick to 35.2
for their opponents.
Despite the fact that Clemson
lost, the entire team played a magnificent game and, since they escaped without injuries, they should
enter the Georgia game day after
tomorrow on nearly even terms
with the Bulldogs. It is expected
that a large number of cadets will
take the trip to Athens to see this
game which will be one of the
headline attractions in the South
this week-end.
ARMY - CLEMSON
STATISTICS
Clemson Army
First downs
__, 11
ll
Yards rushing
145
170
Forward passes
14
17
Passes completed __. 3
4
Yards passes
86
74
Passes intercepted 4
4
Punts
10
10
Punt average
38'/2
35
Punt runbacks
45
90
Fumbles
2
3
Fumbles recovered-- 2
2
Yds lost penalties. 55
25

Watch Repairs!
AH Work Guaranteed
Crystals Fitted
Watch Bands

Paul Feinstein
Clemson, S. C.

MCFADDEN PUNTS
Football fans who watched
the Royal Bengals battle Army
in West Point last Saturday
were treated to a rare gridiron
spectacle when they saw Banks
McFadden, brilliant sophomore
Tiger back, calmly step back and
swing his foot into the pigskin,
a boot that traveled fully eighty
yards in the air before crossing
the distant goal line. It was
one of those high, lofty spirals
that sailed over a hundred and
fifty feet into the atmosphere.
The stands rocked with applause
after this tremendous individual
feat. It was. all the more remarkable since McFaddien's previous attempt to punt the Tigers out of danger resulted in a
blocked-kick that gave the
Pointers their second tally. It
was truly a magnificent comeback.

of vocational education, attended
WILLIAMS SPEAKS
TO FATHERS-SONS the annual Father-Son banquet of

WATCH TREXLER
CLEM/SON, S. C—Around Clemson they say the coming plunging
back to watch is Bru Trexler, 170
pound sophomore back from Greenville, S. C. At present Trexler is
running in the blocking back position, carrying the ball occasionally and playing good defensive football.

the Duncan chapter of Future
B. O. Williams, professor of ag- Farmers of America on September
ricultural economics and rural so- 30th at the Duncan High School,
ciology, and J. B. Monroe, professor at which banquet Professor Williams made the principal address.
man of the Advisory Board of the
Duncan community recently comClemson College Y. M. C. A. gave pleted a vocational education buildthe closing prayer. The meeting ing which is one of the most up-toended as the group sang "Blest date structures of its kind in the
A good hair cut or a good shave
Be the Tie that Binds."
country.
at the Y.M.C.A. Barber Shop.
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Freshmen Attend
Candle Ceremony
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Impressive Service Staged
By Members Of
Y M C A
Last Monday night all meetings
were postponed so that all Freshmen and others of the student body
interested might attend a Candlelight Service on the banks of Seneca river. This inspirational program was given by the Y. M. C. A.
especially for the Freshmen.
Immediately after supper about
two hundred boys went down to the
"Y" cabin near the river. Songs,
led by Mr. J. R. Cooper, were sung
until everybody arrived. All gathered in a -large circle around a
campfire and the program was opened with a prayer by Dr. E. W.
Sikes.
Mr. T. B. Lanham, of Columbia,
made a very interesting talk on
"The Courage and Sacrifice That
Has Gone In to The Building of
the Y. M. C. A." A. C. Payne, president of the ,"Y" spoke a word of
welcome and summarized the plans
for this year's work. Colonel C. W.
Weeks made a very impressive talk,
on "Our Responsibilities as Leaders."
The candle-lighting service included: The Spirit of Fellowship—
L. D. Malphrus; The Spirit of Devotion—J. W. Adams; The Spirit
of Co-operation—L. E. Terrell; The
Spirit of Unselfishness—T. R. Bainbridge; The Spirit of Faith—G. C.
Paulsen; The Spirit of Love—T.
B. Young; The Spirit of Magnanimity—T. E. Hall; The Spirit of
Perseverance—G. D. Page; The
Spirit of Truth—J. R. Martin; The
Spirit of Service—D. M. Hutchinson; The Spirit of Understanding
—F. A. Thompson; The Spirit of
Courage—C. M. Aull.
D. E. Hudgens pledged the
Freshmen to uphold the traditions
of the Y. M. C. A. and to strive for
higher goals. Cabinet members and
faculty leaders lit the Freshmen
candles with their own.
Professor S. M. Martin, Chair-
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standing right next to the most attractive person you ever met, but you don't
know it until you are introduced . . .
until you get acquainted.
And you don't know how much
pleasure a cigarette can give until somebody offers you a Chesterfield.
Certainly this is true: Chesterfields
are refreshingly milder.. . they've
got a taste that smokers like.
«ii

Classes in Ballroom Dancing

MISS LOUISE LEE
Special Rates to Students

INQUIRE EPISCOPAL PARISH HOUSE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14th
6:30 P.M. TO 7:30 P.M.
Copyright 1957, LisciTT h ■J.vati, Tot i ceo Co.

